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Listening and Speaking
I. Chandrayaan was the first Indian built vehicle that India sent to the Moon. Chandra means
Moon and yaan means vehicle. So you can say that Chandrayaan was our 'vehicle to the
Moon'. It was sent on 22 October, 2008. It was an unmanned space craft and took fifteen
days to reach the lunar orbit. This mission had certain scientific objectives to design, develop and launch an Indian space craft on the Moon, to conduct experiments using equipments on the space craft and to increase scientific knowledge.
Answer the following questions.

[5 x 1 = 5 M]

1. What is the name of the first space craft launched by India ?
2. What does Chandrayaan mean ?
3. Was the space craft manned ?
4. On which date was the space craft launched ? How long did it take to reach the Moon's
orbit ?
5. What were the objectives of launched Chandrayaan ? Write in your own words.
[6 x 1/2 = 3 M]

II. Match the following.
1. Every cloud

●

●

is the best policy

2. Too many cooks

●

●

you leap

3. Look before

●

●

spoil the broth

4. Honesty

●

●

is a friend indeed

5. When the cat's are away

●

●

has a silver lining

6. A friend in need

●

●

the mice are at play
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Reading
Answer the following questions.

[4 x 1 = 4 M]

1. Was their journey successful ? Why ?
2. Who was Pandora ?
3. Why has their journey been called dangerous but exciting ?
4. What were the things that flew out of the box ?

Writing
Why do you think hope is important in our lives ? How does it help us ? Write a few lines
[4 M]

to answer. Give examples to explain.

Grammar
Fill in the blanks with any, some, or no.

[5 x 1 = 5 M]

1. Do you want _______________ tea ?
2. I cannot find _______________ of the books. Will you help me find _______________ ?
3. There is _______________ food in the fridge. It is completely empty.
4. Did you find _______________ of the boys in the playground ?
5. I have _______________ ideas about how to host a surprise birthday party for him.

Vocabulary
Fill in the blanks.

[4 x 1 = 4 M]

1. If you want to enter someone's room, you'll say, '_______________'
2. If you are late for school you will say to your teacher '_______________'
3. After school is over, you tell your friends, '_______________'
4. If someone lends you something, you will say, '_______________'
HHHHH
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